
5G Smart Networks: Network Slicing

What is 5G and how is it different from 4G?

What is network slicing and why does it matter for 5G?

Solution: network slicing — separating user 
types virtually, using software 

Network slicing: current research challenges

share resources depending 
on need:

shared physical 
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many other slices with different
network requirements

 

self-driving 
vehicles

critical remote medical 
& industrial applications

low latency

Problem: Users have different demands: 

Challenge: designing the network to cope 
with demands of many different users

New frequency range ➡ greater capacity, 
more users & devices, faster speeds

5G (& Beyond 5G - B5G) uses a much larger 
frequency range...

...so it needs new infrastructure:

smaller 
antennas in 
devices

small cell 
transmitters in 
urban areas

new network 
infrastructure

it's smarter, faster & 
more efficient

 ✓ Allocate different network resources to each 
'slice', depending on requirements

Possible solution: using machine learning techniques to allocate resources better
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data-heavy technology high bandwidth

1. Network: complex & constantly changing 

3. Network resources: limited
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2. User data: not available due to privacy laws

?
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difficult to predict how demand will change with time

Existing methods of sharing resources between 
slices are slow and inaccurate:

slice 1 slice 2 ... slice 100,000 ...

historical data of resource requirements 

allocate resources assuming same requirements 
(inaccurate)

slice 1 slice 2 ... slice 100,000 ...

repeat
periodically

ANALYSIS
(SLOW) 

Demands change too quickly user needs 
not met

delays & 
errors

Microwave Infrared VisibleRadio

mm wavelengths

4G: 0.6-6 GHz
5G: 0.6-100 GHz
B5G: >100 GHz

4G

5G

internet of things devices
high density

Latency: delay between 
sending & receiving the data

Bandwidth: amount of 
data sent per second High density: 1 million 

connections per 
square kilometre


